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BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

SATISFYING A HOLDER CONDITION

MATTS ESSEN

Abstract. Let / be univalent in the unit disk U and continuous in V u T, where

T — dU. We prove that iff satisfies a Holder condition, then each point infiT) is

the image of at most finitely many points on T. The bound for the number of

preimages depends in a sharp way on the Holder exponent.

Let U be the unit disk and T = 9 U be the unit circle. G. Piranian has asked the

following question: Assume that/is analytic and univalent in U and continuous in

U u T. Furthermore, assume that for some positive e and some constant C, we

have

\Ä'i) - Â*ù\ < C\zx - z2X+2'\        zx, Z2EUUT. (1)

Is it true that every point in/(F) is the image of at most two points on T!

The answer to Piranian's question is in fact yes and is a consequence of the case

p = 3 in the following more general result.

Theorem. Let p > 3 be an integer and suppose that a is given and that a > 2/p.

Let f be as above except that (I) is replaced by

lim sup (1 - r)-"\f(e>9) - j\rem)\ < oo,        |0| < *. (2)
r-*l-

Then every point infiT) is the image of at most p — 1 points on T.

Proof. Let us assume that 0 G /(F) is the image of/» different points {zk}p on T.

Then there exist/» disjoint regions {ßft}f, all with 0 as a boundary point, such that

/_1(S2/fc) is a neighborhood in U of zk, k = 1,2, ... ,p. We can also assume that the

boundary of $lk is contained in /(F) u {w: \w\ = R), k = 1, 2, . . .,/», where 7? is

a small positive number.

Let u be the harmonic measure of the circle {w: \w\ = R } with respect to the set

/(£/) n {w: \w\ < R), i.e., the function which is harmonic in the set, 1 on

f(U) n {vf: |m>| = R] and 0 on/(F) n {w: \w\ < R] except possibly on a set of

capacity zero. For 0 < r < R, we define ok(r) = sup u^e"9), re"9 G Qk. We now use

a deep result of M. Heins (cf. (4.1) in [1, p. Ill]) which implies that there exists an

absolute constant C such that

p

II ok(r) < Cp(r/RY2/2,        0<r<R.
i

-
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It follows that min* ok(r) < C(r/Ry/2, 0 < r < R. We conclude that in at least

one of the regions {ß*}f, say £2, there exists a sequence {/"„}" decreasing to zero

suchthat

max  u(re») < C(r/Rf/2,       r G {r„}«\ (3)
re">ea

Let z0 G F be such that/(z0) = 0 and/_1(ñ) is a neighborhood in U of z0. We

shall study the harmonic function v(z) = u(fiz)) near z0. It is harmonic and

positive in/~'(fi) and vanishes on T near z0. It is well known that there exists a

positive constant c such that

v(z) > c(\ - \z\),       z nearz0 (4)

(cf. Heins [2, (9.3)] or Protter and Weinberger [3, Theorem 7, p. 65]).

We define y„ = {w: \w\ = /•„} n ß and T„ = /"'(v«)- T„ and parts of F near z0

form the boundary of a region 7)„: {T),,}" is a decreasing sequence of sets. For

each «, we choose tn < 1 such that tnz0 G r„. For z G {t„z0] and for large indices

«, we have

c(l - |z|) < „(*) = u(f(z)) < CR -p'2\f(z) - f(z0)\p/2

<C(R,z0)(l-\z\r/2.

In this chain of inequalities, we first used (4), then (3), and finally (2).

Thus (1 — tn)x~ap/2 is bounded from above as « -* oo. Since t„—*\ as « —» oo,

this is possible only if up < 2. Our assumption that ap > 2 now gives us a

contradiction which proves the theorem.

Example. Let /» > 3 be given and consider the function f(z) =

z_I((l — zp)2/2)x/p which defines a univalent mapping of U onto the complement

in Ç u {oo} of the set {w E Ç: 0 < |w| < 1, arg w = (1 + 2k)ir/p, k =

0, 1, ...,/»— 1} (the pth root is defined as real when z G U is real). For this

function, the origin in the w-plane is the image of /» points on F. If z0 G T is such

that z^ = 1, we have

|/(rz0) - /(z0)| = .""((I - rp)2/2)l/p « C„(l - r)2">,        r^\-.

For other points on T, there are better estimates. Thus an estimate of type (2) holds

for/with a = 2/p.

This function / has a pole at the origin and is not analytic in U. However, it is

now easy to construct a function analytic in U which satisfies the estimates above.

We omit the details.

I am grateful to H. S. Shapiro for telling me about the question of G. Piranian.
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